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Comparison of Adjectives and Adverbs 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 
Adjectives describe a Noun and "agree" with the noun (same gender, case, number). : "a good student." 
Adverbs describe the action of a Verb. : "the student studied well." 
There are three Degrees of Comparison of Adjectives and Adverbs :  

1. Positive or Simple eg : good, quick, small  
2. Comparative eg : better, quicker, smaller  
3. Superlative eg : best, quickest, smallest  

 
simple,    comparative,    superlative 

eg.   the quick cat,    the quicker cat,     the quickest cat 
 the cat ate quickly,     the cat ate more quickly,     the cat ate most quickly 
 
Adverbs are formed from Adjectives by changing the -oj to -wn 
 

The Comparative is the same as the Neuter Nominative Singular of the Comparative of the Adjective 
The Superlative is the same as the Neuter Nominative Plural of the Superlative of the Adjective 
 

Positive   -oj   dikaioj -h -on  dikaiwj   
      righteous   righteously  
 

Comparative  -oteroj  dikaioteroj -a -on  dikaioteron   
      more righteous   more righteously  
 

Superlative   -otatoj  dikaiotatoj -h -on dikaiotata  
most righteous   most righteously 

 
When the syllable before the -oj is short, the -o- often broadens to an -w-  : 

sofoj -h -on  -  wise,  sofwteroj -a -on  -  wiser,  sofwtatoj -h -on - wisest 
 
As in the case of English, there are some irregular comparisons.  For many of these the Superlative is rarely encountered,  
and the Comparative is used when English would expect the Superlative. 
 
Positive    Comparative   Superlative 
 
a)gaqoj -h -on   kreisswn -wn -on  - 

good      better (adjective) 
 

eu)     kreisson 
well      better (adverb) 

 

kakoj -h -on   xeirwn -wn -on  - 
bad      worse 

 

megaj -alh -a   meizwn -wn -on  - 
great      greater 

 

poluj pollh polu   pleiwn -wn -on  - 
many      more 

 

mikroj -h -on   mikroteroj -h -on  e)laxistoj -h -on  
small      smaller      smallest 

 

-                                         mallon   malista 
 more      most 
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